Access:

- https://gwu.myexammaster.com
- Linked from Himmelfarb Library webpage

Account creation: Access ExamMaster from on-campus (or VPN connected computer) to create account and to access resource.

Number of questions available:

- 1,837 subject review/practice
- 322 in timed exam mode

Mobile/App options: mobile-optimized website

Tutor Mode

1. Select Create Exams from left-hand menu then select USMLE.
2. Choose one of these options then click on Select:
   a. **USMLE Step 1 Board Preparation**: emulates look/feel of actual Step 1; majority of questions are case-based with small percentage of General Principle/factual recall questions.
   b. **USMLE Step 1 Medical Subject Review**: allows you to focus on relevant basic science subjects; not designed to mimic exam but to address knowledge required for exam.
3. Click to expand **General Principles** or **Basic Sciences** to select questions by subject, or skip this to see a random set of questions.
4. Enter number of questions to include in exam (max=300).

Timed Mode

1. Select tab for Practice Exams then select USMLExpress Step 1 Practice Exam - v4.
2. Select Take Test.
3. After you submit answer for all questions, select Score to complete session. Access My Stats to evaluate strengths and weakness by subject.

Additional Features

- **Flashcards**: create digital flashcard sets
Access:

- [http://himmelfarb.gwu.edu/eresources/edatabase.cfm/go/USMLEasy](http://himmelfarb.gwu.edu/eresources/edatabase.cfm/go/USMLEasy)
- Linked from Himmelfarb Library webpage

Account creation: Access USMLEasy to create new account.

Number of questions available: 7,324

Mobile/App options: mobile-optimized website

Tutor Mode

1. Select:
   a. **Adaptive Practice Quiz** to use USMLEasy’s adaptive algorithm to practice based on your strong/weak areas.
   b. **Create Your Own Quiz**.
2. If you chose to Create Your Own quiz, select one of these options:
   a. **Practice**: reveals correct answer and explanation after each question is answered.
   b. **Test**: reveals correct answers and explanations after quiz is completed.
3. Specify **Question Types** and **Difficulty Level**, then select **subjects** by **Discipline** or **Organ Systems** to select questions by **subject** or skip this feature to see a **random** set of questions.
4. Enter **number of questions** to include in exam and **recommended time**.

Timed Mode

1. Select **Create Your Own Quiz**.
2. Select **Simulation** which provides timed test with a test-like interface that withholds all answers and explanations until quiz is completed.
3. Enter **number of questions** = 35-40 and do not adjust the **recommended time**.

Additional Features

- **Readings**: links to recommended readings in AccessMedicine.